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Abstract 
In this paper, we studied the Tibetan six-character p  respiratory signal during reading from the perspective of 
the physiological. Main contents include: 1) Selected 40 representative Tibetan six-character and four lines pomes 
from " The Love-  ", and recorded speech sounds , voice and 
respiratory signals; 2)  Designed a set of respiratory signal parameters for the study of poetry; 3) Extracted the 
relevant parameters of poetry respiratory signal by using the well-established respiratory signal processing platform; 
4) Studied the type of breathing pattern, established the linear model of poetry respiratory signal. 
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1.Introduction 
The chest and abdomen breath signals are two kinds important physiological signal during 
pronunciation. At present, the study of these two signals mainly focused on the areas of physiology and 
medicine, less applied aspects of linguistics and phonetics. Peking Kong Jiangping took the lead in using 
breath bandage collect the change of chest or abdomen to study the characteristics of the respiratory 
rhythm of Mandarin poems, novels, essays, news, etc during reading[1] (Tan Jingjing 2007 ), the results 
show that: reading a different style have a different breathing rhythm model. 
Poetry is a kind of art form, which is rhythmic and full of rhythm and emotional coloring, its rhythm 
and beat is rich in expression. In general, Tibetan's "harmonic body" poetry have four lines in each poem, 
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each sentence of six syllables, three pauses, each pause of two syllables, which is quite 
different from the Chinese metrical poetry with five characters and seven characters. By AD in the 17th 
and 18th centuries, with the widespread of VI Dalai Lama's  " The Love-songs of 6th Dalai Lama 
 ", harmonic poems has became a kind of high-impact and widely popular metrical 
poetry in Tibetan Poetry[2]. In this paper, we selected 40 representative Tibetan six-character and four 
lines pomes from " The Love-songs of  ", we recorded speech 
sounds , voice and respiratory signals marked the respiratory signal extracted correlation parameter of 
breath cell by using respiratory signal analysis platform>@ analyzed different types of breathing patterns 
of Tibetan six-character poetry studied the Tibetan six-character poetry from the physiological point of 
view. 
2.Processing of respiratory signal 
2.1.Acquisition of respiratory signal 
By using EMG which produced by Australian ADInstruments (ADI) company[4], tying the breath 
ange the lengthchange of breath 
bandage caused by expanding and contracting of chest into electrical signals, thereby, we can gain the 
respiratory amplitude signals following the change of time. This experiment selected the 40 songs, 
recorded the speech sounds, voice and respiratory signals of Tibetan Lhasa announcer. Figure 1 is speech 
sounds, voice and respiratory signals sample map of six-character love pomes "At the peak of that Dong 
Shan ". 
 
Figure 1.  Poetry of respiratory signal 
 
Translation:  At the peak of that Dong Shan,   rising bright moon, beauty s face in my heart>@.    
2.2.Preferences of respiratory signal 
We all believe that the airflow is eupnea and smooth in poetry reading, atmospheric pressure inside 
body is consistent with atmospheric pressure of outside, signal is zero, there would be a process of deep 
breathing in reading the first sentence of poetry, signals from zero up to the peak point, with the reduction 
of body airflow the pressure reduction and signal slow down in the process of reading a poem, after 
reading, signals down to the valley point, and we finished the first breath cell, then repeat the breathing 
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process of preparing for the second sentence of poetry reading, until the whole poem recital finished, 
while the breathing process end. 
Poetry was divided into two copies with four sentences, each small sentence has a complete breathing 
process during reading which we call it breath cell, and each breath cell contains one inspiration cell and 
expiration cell. Increased respiratory signal curve is usually the process of inspiration, it general 
corresponding to the muting section of the speech signal, the decline of signal means the process of 
expiration, it general corresponding to the voice segment of speech signal[6]. 
Respiratory signal of poetry includes four breath cell, in which the peak point P1, P2, P3, P4 are 
conversion point of inhale and exhale; Zero point V0 is the starting point of poetry; V4 is the end point of 
the last breath of poetry; Valley point V1 V2 V3 are conversion point of inhale and exhale, there are 
also the dividing point of four breath cell. 
The most direct and most basic two parameters of respiratory signal are duration and amplitude, 
duration means time taken in a process, we use ID to show the duration of the inspiration cell, we use ED 
to show the duration of the expiration cell and use BD to show the duration of the breath cell. Amplitude 
means the change size of signal value. Slope of the respiratory signal representative the change speed of 
inspiratory capacity and expiratory capacity, the bigger the absolute value of slope , the faster the date 
changes , and expressed as IK and EK respectively, we use linear fitness to calculate the overall slope AK 
of the poem which represents the proportional relations between inspiratory capacity and expiratory 
capacity, the bigger the absolute value of AK, the bigger the proportion of expiratory capacity. Inspiratory 
capacity is the amplitude difference of a inspiration cell changes from valley to peak, it measures the size 
of the air flow of human inhaled, expiratory capacity is the amplitude difference of expiration cell 
changes from peak falling to valley value, it measures the cost of air flow during people reading, the total 
amount of air flow represents the total amount of respiratory of a breath cell. Table 1 lists all the 
parameters of breath signal.  
The main computation breath cell parameter is as follows: 
 Inspiration Cell(I) 
Duration : ID 
peak value: P 
slope:IK 
inspiratory capacity: IQ; IQ(n)= P(n)-V(n-1) 
 Expiration Cell(E) 
duration: ED 
valley value: V 
slope: EK 
expiratory capacity: EQ ;EQ(n)= P(n)-V(n) 
 Breath Cell(B) 
Duration: BD ;BD(n)=ID(n)+ED(n) 
total amount of airflow: BQ; BQ(n)=IQ(n)+EQ(n) 
 Poetry 
Slope:AK 
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Figure 2.   P-Diagram of poetry respiratory signal 
2.3.Processing program of respiratory singal 
The designed the speech signal analysis platform achieves variety of functions such as automatically 
or manually tagging, parameter extraction, and systematic analysis of speech signal, which provides a 
good technical support for deeper research of speech production and speech rhythms. Main functions are: 
1) the use of low-pass smoothing filter high-frequency noise and some slight interference signal; 2) the 
use of local maximum method, automatic testing the location of the signal peaks, supplemented by 
manual modification and adjustment; 3) extract respiratory signal parameters according to the tag 
information, and save it to the xls file. 
3.Respiratory types of poetry 
From a macro point of view, the inner rhythm conditionality of poetry that formed a special breathing 
pattern of poetry. In the process of reading, besides the classic breath model as showing in figure 2 , the 
speaker can conscious control breathing pattern according to the need of the expression, the size of the 
signal peak point and valley point appears to regularly change, which formed different types of poetry 
breathing. Apart from zero point V0 remains unchanged, P1, P2 are generally positive value, while V2, 
V3, V4 are generally negative value, Only V1, P3, P4 appears both positive value and negative value, 
there are eight kinds of possible poetry breathing pattern (see Figure 3). 
 
Figure 3.  Poetry respiratory signal model map 
Through the analysis and comparison of the 40 poems  respiratory signal, We found that only four 
kinds of model is typical model in eight kinds of breathing pattern, one of it is the most common way 
during reading (as shown in Figure 4). 
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Figure 4.  The typical pattern diagram of poetry s respiratory signal 
Type 1: the most classic poetry breathing pattern, the peak point P1, P2, P3 and the P4 were bigger 
than zero, and the P1> P2, P3> P4; valley points V1, V2, V3 and V4 are less than zero, and the V1 > V2, 
V3> V4. The expiration cell is more stable in each sentence of poetry, the up and down in duplicates are 
almost the same, the first sentence of each part which speaker could inhaling enough airflow, expiratory 
time is short and body negative pressure is very small; In the second sentence which speaker only 
inhaling fewer airflow, expiratory time is longer, sounds with drag which consistent with human 
perception habits of poetry.  
Type 2: In addition to P4, the peak points P1, P2, P3 are bigger than zero, when reading the fourth 
sentence of poetry, speaker inhaling small airflow in a very short period of time, pressure in body is still 
less than the atmospheric pressure outside, speaker pronounce mainly rely on the original air flow in 
human body, the entire process is done under negative pressure, drag sound is not obviously, it mainly 
used closely connected expression in the third and fourth sentence. 
Type 3: Peak points P1, P2 is bigger than zero, P3, P4 is less than zero, in second sentence which 
speaker exhaled more air flow, valley value V2 is small and sounds with drag, it makes the third sentence 
is difficult to add too much air flow in a short period of time during inspiration cell, and it caused 3-4 
sentence are completed in negative pressure conditions of human body. 
Type 4: valley point V1> 0, P1 is bigger. In such reading mode, the first sentence inhaling enough 
airflow, expiration cell are not fully used all the air flow, the whole process of reading poetry is full of air 
flow, the speaker can flexibly adjust the reading of the last two sentence. 
4.Analysis of poetry respiratory signal 
We use breathing signal processing program to mark thoracic breathing signals of 40 poetry, extracted 
primitives breathing amplitude and duration parameters, processed statistical analysis, which provide a 
basis respiratory signal data for modeling ( as shown in Figure 5-6; Table 2). 
 The amplitude analysis 
Take out the actual value of peak value (V1, V2, V3, V4) and valley value (V1, V2, V3, V4) of 40 
poetry, draw a line chart, observe the magnitude of inspiration cell and expiration cell from a macro point 
of view during reading . 
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Figure 5.  Amplitude map of poetry respiratory signal 
On the whole, respiratory signal curves present a downward trend, peak value P1, P2 is bigger than 
zero, and P1 > P2, P3 have both positive value and negative value two kinds of situation; In valley points, 
except V1 have both positive value and negative value circumstances, V2, V3, V4 are all below the zero 
line, which accordance with the eight kinds of breathing patterns as mentioned before.. 
From the view of mean amplitude of respiratory signal, P1>>P2>P3>>P4, although the four peak-
points declined as broken line, where P2, P3 are closer to each other, it also illustrates that although there 
are a large amount of air flow, the third sentence of poetry, most of them as negative pressure to 
supplement in human body, therefore, P3 s absolute value is not significant.  
 Duration analysis 
Calculate the duration of inspiration cell(ID) and expiration cell (ED) of each poetry, as shown in 
Figure 6. 
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Figure 6.    The duration map of respiratory signal 
According to average duration of expiration cell and inspiration cell, we can obtained that I1> I3> I2> 
I4, the first sentence and the third sentence as the beginning of each part play a guiding and controlling 
rhythm role of poetry, therefore, I1 is larger than I3; And the duration of expiration E1, E2, E3, E4 just 
have a little difference, which means the spend of time in four sentences of poetry are almost the same. 
TABLE 2.     AVERAGE VALUE OF  BREATH CELL   
Sequence number 
Inspiration cell I Expiration cell E Breath cell B 
ID P IQ ED V EQ BD BQ 
1 0.80 0.85 0.85 1.42 0.08 0.77 2.22 1.62 
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2 0.34 0.37 0.29 1.38 -0.41 0.78 1.72 1.07 
3 0.52 0.24 0.65 1.37 -0.40 0.64 1.89 1.29 
4 0.28 -0.06 0.34 1.33 -0.84 0.78 1.61 1.12 
average 0.49 0.35 0.53 1.38 -0.39 0.74 1.86 1.28
Note: Length cell: seconds 
 Air flow analysis 
From Table 2, inspiration cell and expiration cell in the air flow exchange have the following 
characteristics: 
a)  IQ1 slightly larger than EQ1, IQ3 = EQ3, which means the air flow of inspiration cell and 
expiration cell are basically same in the first and the third sentence of poetry, respiratory curve presents 
an isosceles triangle distribution. 
b)  Except EQ3, expiratory volume in EQ1, EQ2, EQ3, EQ4 just have a very little difference, all are 
nearby 0.77, which means regardless how much air flow in human body, people need to exhales the same 
air volume when read each sentence of poetry. 
c)  Due to the expiratory volume of breath cell are basically the same, the total size of breath cell are 
decided by inspiratory capacity IQ , BQ1>BQ3>BQ4>BQ2, it shows that in the poetry breathing 
process, airflow is the largest in the first sentence, while airflow is the least in the second sentence, it 
consistent with that1,3-sentence plays leading role in our perception and need more physiological 
activities in finish off the forth sentence. 
 
5.Mean linear model of respiratory signal 
Based on the results of the analysis before, we using mean value of breath cell  duration and 
magnitude to establish respiratory signal model, also we using linear equation to simulate respiratory 
signal. 
Y=kx+b 
The inspiration cell and expiration cell of each sentence include both two parameters: slope (IK, EK) 
and intercept (IB), the whole poem includes 16 parameters. According to the data in Table 2, the result 
was shown in Table 3. 
TABLE 3.    COEFFICETNTS OF POETRY S LINEAR MODEL 
Coefficient Inspiration cell Expiration cell 
 IK IB EK EB 
The first sentence  0   
The second sentence     
The third sentence     
The forth sentence     
 
The average value of respiratory signal s linear model curves as shown in Figure 7, and fitting a 
straight line of the whole signal, the whole linear equation of poetry respiratory signal as follows:  
Y=-0.14*x+0.5 
The slope is -0.14, represents the proportional relations of inhalation and exhalation. Of course, the 
absolute size of this numerical value is slightly different to different people. 
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Figure 7.    The linear mean value s model diagram 
6.Conclusion 
In this paper, we based on a large number of studies on the respiratory signal, classified the 
respiratory signal of six words mode of Tibetan poetry, through the parameter analysis of 40 poetry, we 
get a linear mean model, however, the linear model is crude, it can not truly reappears the internal 
characteristics of respiratory signals, in order to get better effect, it still needs experimental analysis of 
poetry expiratory cell according to the rhythm of the two word a stop pattern of speech signal and carry 
out non-linear modeling. In addition, whether the different s prosodic 
model could be used in the speech synthesis is also need a lot of experiments and study. 
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